
AQs #1:  
Am I TOO OLD for 

Midlife Madness tours? 
PROBABLY NOT … SO DON’T BE PUT OFF! You see, the 
word ‘midlife’ (as we use it) is a fun term. We stretch it and 
use it loosely. And most of the folk who come with us on 
these adventures are actually in their 60s and 70s! In our 
experience, AGE isn’t as important as ATTITUDE. And your 
DATE-OF-BIRTH isn’t as relevant as your HEALTH, MOBILITY 
AND OUTLOOK.  

 We’re keen to attract like-minded, fun-loving, young
-at-heart travellers – no matter what their age. And our 
groups have always included a good mix of singles and 
couples … plus a good mix of ages: most in their middle 
years or retired … but some older still, who often turn out 
to be the life’n’soul of the party!  

 Yes, most Midlife Madness tours involve lengthy 
flights, some long days, lots of getting on-and-off cruise-
ships and/or coaches, and daily walking/standing/seeing/
doing. Which probably makes them unsuitable for you if 
you have a disability … mobility/balance problems … heart/
lung/eyesight conditions … or other health issues that 
could (i) place you at unreasonable risk, (ii) require extra 
time/attention from the tour leaders, or (iii) adversely slow 
down the group as a whole.  

 And, yes, to be on the safe side, if you’re 75 years 
old (or more), you’ll be asked  to complete a Midlife 
Madness Medical Certificate (from House of Travel) – 
which may require some input from your doctor.  

 But, otherwise, if you’re healthy, mobile, reasonably 
fit and able to keep up … if you want to have fun, go mildly 
wild, and laugh yourself silly with a bunch of fellow-Kiwis – 
then you’re NOT too old. And you’ll fit in just fine!  
 

AQs #2:  
Am I too YOUNG? 

HARDLY! ONCE AGAIN, AGE IS LESS IMPORTANT than 
attitude! And if you’re willing to be your youthful self … join 
in the fun ... and come adventuring with Mad Midlife Kiwis 
who may be a bit older-in-years – you’ll have the time of 
your life! And your age will be irrelevant …   
 

AQs #3:  
I hate long-distance 

FLIGHTS – help? 
YOU HAVE OUR SYMPATHY – most travellers feel the same! 
Which is why we always break our long-haul flights with a 
refreshing 24-hour stopover – in Singapore or Dubai.  

 That’s also why, in the Big Fat Newsletter we post 
you closer to departure, we include some proven flying-tips 
– to help you avoid dehydration and nasal problems … 
reduce the risk of DVT (Deep Vein Thrombosis) … grab as 
much sleep as you can … and keep that body moving! 

 Of course, you may choose to fly long-distance in 
style – by upgrading to Premium Economy or Business 
Class. Numerous Mad Midlife friends have done this and 
reckon it’s worth every extra dollar.  

 Your call! Talk to Glen (our bookings manager) if 
you’re interested …  
 

AQs #4:  
I’m worried these tours 

might be TOO BUSY for me?  
EACH TOUR IS DIFFERENT, OF COURSE. We select exciting 
destinations – with loads of sightseeing possibilities. But 
our superb itineraries are well-paced and leisurely. With 
the help of on-the-spot travel experts, we select what we 
believe are the very best sightseeing options for our Mad 
Midlifers … allowing easy days where possible … and a 
number of free mornings/afternoons when you can kick 
back, do your own thing, or relax! (What’s more, if you 
need extra time-out, you can usually skip an hour or two of 
sightseeing, then re-join the group later.)  

 Wherever possible, our accommodation is also well-
paced. On most of our cruises, for example, there are 
please-yourself days-at-sea. And on our coach tours, 
instead of rushing madly from one place to the next, diving 
in and out of suitcases, one night here, one night there … 
we schedule relaxing two-or-three-night stays in most of 
the elegant hotels that we select for our group. 

 You really couldn’t choose more pleasurable, 
unforgettable, hassle-free travel!  


